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Abstract

This paper focusses upon the level of granularity at which rep-
resentations for the mental world should be placed. That is, if
one wishes to represent thinking about the self, about the states
and processes of reasoning, at what level of detail should one
attempt to declaratively capture the contents of thought? Some
claim that a mere set of two mental primitives are sufficient to
represent the utterances of humans concerning verbs of
thought such as "I forgot her name." Alternatively, many in the
artificial intelligence community have built systems that
record elaborate traces of reasoning, keep track of knowledge
dependencies or inference, or encode much metaknowledge
concerning the structure of internal rules and defaults. The
position here is that the overhead involved with a complete
trace of mental behavior and knowledge structures is intracta-
ble and does not reflect a reasonable capacity as possessed by
humans. Rather, a system should be able instead to capture
enough details to represent a common set of reasoning fail-
ures. I represent a number of examples with such a level of
granularity and describe what such representations offer an
intelligent system. This capacity will enable a system to reason
about itself so as to learn from its reasoning failures, changing
its background knowledge to avoid repetition of the failure.
Two primitives are not sufficient for this task.

Introduction

An early tenet of artificial intelligence is that reasoning
about the world is facilitated by declarative knowledge struc-
tures that represent salient aspects of the world. An intelli-
gent system can better understand and operate in such a
represented world as opposed to one in which knowledge is
encoded procedurally or implicitly. The system may inspect
and manipulate such structures, the system can be more eas-
ily modified and maintained (by either its programmer or
itself), and such representations provide computational uni-
formity.l Furthermore, if a system is to reason about itself,
the above tenet can be applied to representations of its own
reasoning and knowledge. The aim of this paper, therefore, is

1. Proponents of procedural representations have argued against
these points and countered with advantages of their own. See
Winograd (1975/1985), especially his argument that second-
order knowledge is easier to represent procedurally. See Stein &
Barnden (this volume) for arguments in favor of the procedural
representation of some knowledge via mental simulation or pro-
jection of hypothetical events.

to begin to outline a declarative representation of mental
activity. The goal is to explicitly represent the mental world
that reasons about the physical world, just as past research
has explicitly represented the physical world itself. Thus,
instead of representing states and events in the physical
world, this paper discusses how and at what grain level one
should represent mental states and mental events.

A large number of terms exist in the English language that
concern mental activity. Although I do not wish to equate
surface features of a language utterance with process or
states that may or may not lie behind a given utterance, a
number of English expressions point to interesting problems
for declarative representations. For this paper I wish to
examine a few "cognitively pure" terms that generally refer
only to the internal world of the reasoner, rather than the
external world of physical objects and other people.2 This
paper will also ignore non-cognitive mental states such as
emotions (affect, e.g, fear and love). Rather, it will focus 
more simple concepts such as think, forget, and imagine,
although humans are likely to think thoughts about the exter-
nal world, forget to perform actions in the world, and imag-
ine what the physical world may be like. With such
constraints, the hope is to partially insulate the task by avoid-
ing consideration of the more complex terms that intertwine
the internal and external worlds, and instead, attempt to
sketch an ontology of mental representations and a vocabu-
lary of the content of such representations.

Many cognitive vocabularies make a prominent distinc-
tion between mental states (as knowledge or belief) and
mental mechanisms (as the mental events that process
knowledge or information). For example, Conceptual
Dependency (CD) theory (Schank, 1975) distinguishes
between two sets of representations: primitive mental ACTs
and mental CONCEPTUALIZATIONs upon which the
ACTs operate. In addition, the theory proposes a number of
causal links that connect members of one set with members
of the other. With such building blocks, a representational
language such as CD must be able to represent many process

2. Certainly the boundary between the two worlds is not a very
clean line. Terms such as "speak" concern the manipulation of
mental terms (e.g., concepts), but complicate the representation
with details of expression, translation, interpretation and the
physical means of conveyance.
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terms: think(about), remember, infer, realize and calculate;
and numerous state terms: fact, belief, guess, doubt, and dis-
belief. This paper will refer to the execution of any mental
process (or arbitrarily long string of processes) by the
generic term "cognize, ’’3 and to a CONCEPTUALIZATION
simply by the term "state." See Figure 1 for a preliminary
sketch of a target ontological vocabulary for mental repre-
sentations. If a reasoner is to understand its own reasoning
and mental conditions in any substantial level of detail, it
will require a semantic hierarchy containing representations
for most of these cognitive terms.

In addition to the state-process dichotomy, process terms

3. The general term "to think" is an unfortunately overloaded term.
It can be used in the sense of "to think about" (and thus refers to
a generic mental process) or "I think so." (refers to some qualita-
tive level of confidence). Therefore, cognize is a less ambiguous
representational label.

are often subdivided by function into mental events that
involve memory and transfer of information and those that
involve computation or inference. Inferential processes are
usually associated with logical or hypothetical reasoning.
Example terms include hypothesize, speculate, deduce, cor-
roborate, and postulate. However, our desired vocabulary
includes additional terms that receive little attention in the
artificial intelligence community. In Figure 1, inferential pro-
cesses are subdivided into those that are driven by a deliberate
goal for processing (Calculate) and those in which belief 
either more incidental or less exact (Realize).

Until recently, examples of memory processes such as
remember, remind, recall, recognize, and forget (but here, the
lack of an event) have been largely unexamined and without
explicit representation. Especially in the context of case-
based reasoning or any problem solving that depends on
indexed memory hierarchies to support a performance task,

Mental World)

Processes
(Cognize)
[ACTS]

States
[CONCEPTUALIZATIONS

Memory Process
[MTRANS] [MBUILD]

Knowledge

Realize)

~Conclude)

Figure 1. Preliminary partial ontology of mental terms
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understanding the operation of memory can be of benefit
when learning (see also Leake, this volume; Fox & Leake,
this volume; and Kennedy, this volume, for additional argu-
ments in favor of this position). A system that is to adjust the
organization of memory will have a better chance of success
if it has knowledge of the function and operation of the (cog-
nitive) device it is changing. Therefore, for a system to
understand and change its own memory effectively, it is
important that the system to be able to represent the memory
processes explicitly.

Representing Forgetting: An example

In order to use representations of mental terms effectively, a
system should consider the structure of the representation,
rather than simply how a system can syntactically manipu-
late representations or make sound inferences from them.
For instance, it is not very useful to simply possess a predi-
cate such as "forget" or "remember" when trying to under-
stand memory failure.

Forget (John, M)
-~ Remember (John, 

Because the predicates involve memory, it may be helpful
to posit the existence of two contrasting sets of axioms: the
background knowledge (BK) of the agent, P, and the fore-
ground knowledge (FK) representing the currently conscious
or active axioms of the agent. Then, the interpretation of for-
get becomes

Forget (P, M) --> 3M. (M ~ BKp) ̂ (M FKp)

But to add this interpretation is to add content to the repre-
sentation, rather than simply semantics. It is part of the meta-
physical interpretation (McCarthy & Hayes, 1969) of the
representation that determines an ontological category (i.e.,
what ought to be represented), and it begins to provide epis-
temological commitments (e.g., that the sets BK and FK are
necessary representational distinctions). However, meaning
is not only correspondences with the world to be repre-
sented, but meaning is also determined by the inferences a
system can draw from a representation (Schank, 1975). The
forget predicate does little in this regard. Moreover, these
predicates will not assist a reasoning system to understand
what happens when it forgets some memory item, M, nor
will they help the system learn to avoid forgetting the item in
the future. Finally, the representation of a mental event
which did not actually occur is not well captured by a simple
negation of a predicate representing an event which did
occur (Cox & Ram, 1992b), thus --’n Remember (John, M) 
essentially a vacuous proposition. This is not to say that
logic cannot represent such a mental "non-event," rather, I
simply wish to illustrate that it is not an elementary task to
construct an adequate representation for forgetting and that a
single logical predicate will not suffice.

An alternative approach was undertaken by Schank, Gold-

man, Rieger & Riesbeck (1972) in order to specify the repre-
sentations for all verbs of thought in support of natural
language understanding. They wish to represent what people
say about the mental world, rather than represent all facets of
a complex memory and reasoning model. They therefore use
only two mental ACTS, MTRANS (mental transfer of infor-
mation from one location to another) and MBUILD (mental
building of conceptualizations), and a few support structures
such as MLOC (mental locations, e.g., Working Memory,
Central Processor and Long Term Memory).4

As a consequence, the representation by Schank et al. of
forgetting is as depicted in Figure 2. John does not mentally
transfer a copy of the mental object, M, from the recipient
case of John’s Long Term Memory to his Central Processor.
Such a representation does provide more structure than the
predicate forms above, and it supports inference (e.g., if 
was an intention to do some action, as opposed to a proposi-
tion, then the result of such an act was not obtained; Schank,
1975, p. 60), but the CD formalism cannot distinguish
between the case during which John forgot due to M not
being in his long-term memory and a case of forgetting due
to missing associations between cues in the environment and
the indexes with which M was encoded in memory. It does
not provide enough information to learn from the experi-
ence.

John ¢ MTRANS~ M~-~

~- CP (John)

< LTM (John)

Figure 2. CD representation of forgetting
o=mental object or conceptualization; R=Recipient; CP=Central

Processor; LTM=Long Term Memory

Cox (1994) and Cox and Ram (1992b) pose an alternative
representation for such mental phenomena using Explana-
tion Pattern (XP) theory (Leake, 1992; Ram, 1991; Schank,
1986; Schank, Kass, & Riesbeck, 1994). The Meta-XP struc-
ture of Figure 25 represents a memory retrieval attempt
enabled by goal, G, and cues, C, that tried to retrieve some
memory object, M, given an index, I, that did not result in an
expectation (or interpretation), E, that should have been
equal to some actual item, A. The fact that E is out of the set
of beliefs with respect to the reasoner’s foreground knowl-

4. Schank et al. (1972) actually referred to Working Memory 
Immediate Memory and the Central Processor as a Conceptual
Processor. I have used some license to keep terms in a contem-
porary language. Moreover, Schank et al. used a third primitive
ACT, CONC, which was to conceptualize or think about without
building a new conceptualization, but Schank (1975) dropped it.
For the purposes of this paper, however, the differences do not
matter.



edge (FK), that is, is not present in working memory, ini-
tiates the knowledge that a retrieval failure had occurred.

/ ~

. ¢o-domainL-

/ N.w . ..... /..,.o,,
~, Input j _~ ~. ~=,.~,= \Retrieval)dom,<B,,ia.)

\
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\ \ Failure j /
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Figure3. Meta-XP representation of forgetting
A=actual; E=expected; G=goal; C=cues; M=memory item; I=memory

index.

This representation captures an entire class of memory
failures: failure due to a missing index, I; failure due to a
missing object, M; failure because of a missing retrieval
goal, G;6 or failure due to not attending to the proper cues, C,
in the environment. Such a representation allows the system
to reason about these various causes of forgetting; it can
inspect the structural representation for a memory failure and
therefore analyze the reasons for the memory failure. Such
an ability facilitates learning because it allows a learner to
explain the reasoning failure and use the result in determin-
ing what needs to be learned to avoid the failure in the future
(Ram & Cox, 1994).

5. Meta-XPs are essentially directed graphs with nodes being either
states or processes and enables links connecting states with the
processes for which they are preconditions, results links con-
necting a process with a result, and initiate links connecting two
states. Numbers on the links indicate relative temporal sequence.
Attributes and relations are represented explicitly in these
graphs. Thus, the ACTOR attribute of an event X with some
value Y is equivalent to the relation ACTOR having domain X
and co-domain Y. See Cox & Ram (1992a; 1992b) and Ram
& Cox (1994) for further representational details.

6. The agent never attempted to remember. For instance, the rea-
soner may have wanted to ask a question after a lecture was
complete, but failed to do so because he never generated a goal
to remember once the lecture was complete. Alternatively the
agent may know at the end of the lecture that he needs to ask
something, but cannot remember what it was. This second exam-
ple is the case of a missing index. Note that both a missing index
and an incorrect index may be present at the same time. In such
cases, a target item is not retrieved, whereas an interfering item
is retrieved instead.

However, complete representations for all inferences and
memory processes, along with a complete enumeration of all
knowledge dependencies, are not required for many learning
tasks. People certainly cannot maintain a complete and con-
sistent knowledge base, neither are they able to perform full
dependency-directed backtracking (Stallman & Sussman,
1977) or reason maintenance (Doyle, 1979) for belief revi-
sion; rather, they depend on failures of reasoning and mem-
ory of past errors to indicate where inconsistencies in their
knowledge lie. That is, as knowledge is locally updated, a
knowledge base will often become globally inconsistent and
partially obsolete. It is at the point in which a system (either
human or machine) attempts to reuse obsolete information
that inconsistency becomes most apparent and further learn-
ing is enabled.7 People often do know when they err if their
conclusions contradict known facts, if plans go wrong, or if
they forget (even if they cannot remember the forgotten
item). Representations should support such types of self-
knowledge, and it is at this level of granularity that an episte-
mologically adequate (McCarthy & Hayes, 1969) content
theory of mental representations can be built.

Representing Reasoning Failure to Support
Learning

So as to support learning, a theory should have a level of rep-
resentation that reflects the structure and content of reason-
ing failures. Cox & Ram (1994) extend the scope 
reasoning failure to include the following forms. A failure is
defined as an outcome other than what is expected (or a lack
of some outcome). If a system incorrectly analyzes some
input, or solves some problem incorrectly, so that its
expected solution differs from the actual solution given some
criteria or feedback, then a failure has occurred. This is the
conventional notion of failure and will be termed a contra-
diction. Moreover, if a system expects that it will not be able
to compute any answer or the correct answer, but it does
nonetheless, then another failure class exists called an unex-
pected success. An impasse is defined as either a failure of a
process to produce any result or the condition under which
no process is available to attempt a result. Alternatively, if a
system has no expectation, yet an event occurs which should
have been expected, then a surprise exists. This paper pre-
sents a declarative representation for each of these four
classes of reasoning failure.

The basic organization for all of these representations is at
the level of a comparison between an expectation and some
feedback (either from the environment or additional infer-
ence or memory).8 Oehlmann et al. (in press) stress the
importance of metacognitive processing to provide expecta-
tions and to monitor comprehension, both in human and

7. See also McRoy (1993) for related discussion of resource con-
straints on inference, the problems of logical inconsistency and
logical omniscience, and the proposed relationship of these
problems to the agent’s own involvement in introspection.
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machine systems. The representations used by any system
should support these processes. Although this paper focusses
on representation, see Cox & Ram (in press) and Ram & Cox
(1994) for their application in an implemented computa-
tional system.

Before I examine the representation for reasoning failures,
it is worth noting that the basic representation can account
for many of the process terms from Figure 1, not just classes
of failure. In Figure 4 for example, if the value of the cog-
nize node that produces an expectation, E, is a memory pro-
cess, the representation can easily capture the distinctions
between an incidental reminding, a deliberate recall, and rec-
ognition; that is, the three subnodes of "remember" in Figure
1. The structural differences depend on the nodes C and G,
and the temporal order of the causal links resulting in nodes
E and A (see Table 1). If there is no knowledge goal (Ram,
1991; Ram & Cox, 1994; Ram & Hunter, 1992) to retrieve
some memory item, only cues in the environment, and if E is
retrieved before A is produced, then the structure is a
reminding. On the other hand, if there is a deliberate attempt
to a memory item that is later compared to some feedback,
A, then the structure represents recall. Finally, if A is pre-
sented followed by a memory probe, then the structure repre-
sents recognition, whether or not a retrieval goal exists. It is
also significant to note that memory "elaboration" of Figure
lean be represented as a feedback loop from E to C such that
each new item retrieved adds to the context that enables fur-
ther memory retrieval.9

...... . (/Compare "3 -- " "’\ t
/" ~ arg2 ~/\ ..’( argl /’o. ~ t

¯ ~ - Memory/ /=o,r,ov’,)’

~/4a. /’d~maln" --ii;M:~a:Isy \’\-~;~ ./

(x (.E =n
(,=ucc..s-; 

=~o~.,n\ ’¢ ...... ~" 4 o~..,n
/ --- \. domain~

-’-.\
/ActusI "~ domain /Expected~

UUtcome) Outcome

Figure 4. Meta-XP representation of various
remembering events

A=actual; E=expected; G=goal; C=context or cues

8. See Krulwich (this volume) for another view on basic level cate-
gories for mental representations. Instead of grain level, how-
ever, his discussion centers on the proper level of abstraction.

9. This characterization is admittedly simplified since cue elabora-
tion incorporates top-down inferential processes as well as bot-
tom-up additions to memory cues.

Table 1: Structural differences between remembering events

Memory Structural
Term Features

Desc~pfion

Reminding Has only Cues; Incidental; No
E before A Knowledge Goal

Recall Cues and Goal; Deliberate; Has
E before A Knowledge Goal

Recognition May or may not Borderline between 2
have Goal; above; Has judgement
A before E

Contradiction

Figure 5 illustrates the representation for a contradiction fail-
ure. Some goal, G, and context or cues, C, enables some cog-
nitive process to produce an expected outcome, E. A
subsequent cognitive mechanism produces an actual out-
come, A, which when compared to E, fails to meet the
expectation. This inequality of actual outcome with expected
outcome initiates the knowledge of contradiction. If the cog-
nitive mechanism was some inferential process, then the fail-
ure becomes an expectation failure and the node C represents
the context, whereas if the process was a memory function,
the contradiction is called an incorporation failure and C rep-
resents memory cues. 10

1 II ..nt=~
./ ..... "-.

~Enables.......... . (/Compare __- .... ./ -\ .,02 / \
Cognize )

/ ~]l~ntally\

Cognize)

Merltal~3
/ //f- __,~. -’-~ ~ 2~Mentally

/../ \._ ~" co:.qomain

(/Expectation or~
\ \ Incorporation) I
\ \~ Failure ~ /

co-domain ~_ .~" ........ ~ ~/._. co-domain

f Act.e, Wo.~,. (~p~te.~
\Outcome) \O.tcome

Figure 5. Meta-XP representation of contradiction
A=actual; E=expected; G=goal; C=context or cues

10. Cox & Ram (1992a) identified four base Meta-XP representa-
tions for failure. Two errors of commision are expectation fail-
ure and incorporation failure, whereas two errors of omission are
retrieval failure and belated prediction. This paper will add the
base omission-type representation construction failure to this list
later in this section.
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An incorporation failure occurs when an input concept
does not meet a conceptual category. For example, an agent
may be told that a deceased individual came back to life
(which is false) or a novice student may have a conceptual
memory-failure when told that the infinite series .9999 is
equivalent to 1.0 (which is true). These examples contradict
the agent’s concept of mortal and the naive concept of num-
bers respectively. Both inferential expectation failure and
incorporation failure are errors of commission. Some
explicit expectation was violated by later processing or
input.

Unexpected success

Figure 6 contains a Meta-XP representation of an unex-
pected success, a failure similar to contradiction. However,
instead of E being violated by A, the expectation is that the
violation will occur, yet does not. That is, the agent expects
not to be able to perform some computation (e.g., create 
solution to a given problem), yet succeeds nonetheless. In
such cases the right-most "cognize" term will be some infer-
ential process. If this process is a memory term instead, the
failure represents an agent that does not expect to be able to
remember some fact on a given memory test, yet at test time
or upon further mental elaboration of the cues, the agent
remembers it. See for example, the experimental studies of
feelings-of-knowing, i.e., judgements of future recognition
of an item that was not recalled during some memory test
(e.g., Krinsky & Nelson, 1985) and judgements-of-learning,
i.e, judgements at rehearsal time as to future memory perfor-
mance (e.g., Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991). Like the representa-
tion of contradiction, the agent expects one outcome
(failure), yet another occurs (success) during unexpected
successes.

Impasse

Figure 7 represents a class of omission failures that include
forgetting as discussed earlier. If the right-most "cognize"
term is a memory retrieval process, then the Meta-XP indeed
represents forgetting. 11 The impasse is a memory process
that fails to retrieve anything. If the node is an inferential
process, however, then the impasse failure is equivalent to
the failures as recognized by Soar (Newell, 1990) --a
blocked attempt to generate the solution to a goal. Thus a
construction failure is when no plan or solution is con-
structed by the inference process. In either case, the node E
is not in the set of beliefs with respect to the foreground
knowledge of the system (i.e., was not brought into or cre-
ated within working memory).

Surprise

Finally, Figure 8 represents a class of failures rarely treated
in any AI system. A surprise occurs when a hindsight pro-

11. Compare Fig. 7 with Fig. 4 to see why Forgetting;e ~Remember.

cess reveals that some expectation was never generated. The
explanation is that there was never a goal, G2, to create the
expectation, either through remembering or inferring. Some
earlier process with goal, G1, failed to generate the subse-
quent goal. When the node A is generated, however, the sys-
tem realizes that it is missing. This error, by definition, is a
missing expectation discovered after the fact.

111 .,nt.l*
~ Enablos

( cognize. ! (ic°gnlze 

Mental,:~ 3 f/--~- -’~ 2 ~Men;ally

~]b i / domain -- "\ ~I/_
.

A -~E

¢ x,oc,=,,oM
\ L "=""’0 L /co-do~in~ . /’~ ...... ~K _- I~ fLee.domain

//Actual ~ domain ~ d°maln[/Expeoted~

Sjl:’ ’ M.,?’,’.’~
. d=oma n ,. /co-domain ~.

"- ~n~Meentally /

arg2 ~IC°moz’: ,o,

Figure 6. Meta-XP representation of unexpected
success

A=actual; E=expected; G=goal; C=context or cues
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y /
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¯....... . -- ) \ ....
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Rosulte 4 " " Resulia
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\ ",-. Failure ./ /
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Figure 7. Meta-XP representation of impasse
A=actual; E=expected; G=goal; C=context or cues
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A Call for Representation

These few examples demonstrate the usefulness of rep-
resenting mental events and states as well as its com-
plexity. Although difficult to formulate a complete
representation of mental events, the effort promises to
aid a system when reasoning about itself or other agents,
especially when trying to explain why its own or
another’s reasoning goes astray. Furthermore, even
though the CD representation of mental terms leaves
much detail unrepresented, the original goal of Schank
et al. (1972) to represent the mental domain is a fruitful
one. If a representational vocabulary can be fully speci-
fied, then these domain independent terms can help
many different intelligent systems reason in complex
situations where errors occur.

(%°)

(oo0o,°)
~T’~RenlaHy@sullg

(a2 

. _ .. "~ ~’~"~’

(oo0o,z.) (oo0o,. 
/ / domain .Mer~Jd~/

. -v--. _ \E).,

l[ ~ ~ Prediction ) /

/" ’" 4 - .

-- oo ) .....
Belated

, Prediction )

Figure 8. Meta-XP representation of surprise
A=actual; E=expected; GI,G2=goals; C=context or cues

Although many of the details of this preliminary pro-
posal may be overly simplified, it remains an improve-
ment over some of the representational systems
proposed in the past such as CD theory. Especially con-
sidering the emphasis by Schank et al. on expectation as
a driving force in text comprehension and problem solv-
ing, the CD representation for the concept of "expecta-
tion" is not sufficient to express its central role in
cognition. For example, the CD representation for "John

expects Bill to become a doctor" (Schank et al., 1972, p.
29) is shown in Figure 9. Very little information is pro-
vided in this structure, and few inferences may be
obtained from it or learning performed from it.

Bill
~k

f][I ~ MLOC (LTM (John))
"V"

Doctor

Figure 9. CD representation of expectation
f=future tense; MLOC=Mental Location; LTM=Long Term Memory

For the above reasons I argue that two primitives are
not sufficient to comprise an adequate representational
system that can express states and mechanisms of the
mental world. Rather, a comprehensive representation
needs to be delivered that can be shared between exist-
ing formalisms, and where the reuse of representations
facilitate both uniformity and transfer across domains in
order to support intelligent reasoning, understanding
and learning. In support of these goals, I list a number of
concepts, dimensions and remaining issues that must be
considered in their pursuit:

1. introspect, retrospect, inspect, reflect, suspect,
expect.

2. expect versus hope versus wish - depends on
knowledge or certainty, that is, one may expect
something when confident, but hope for an outcome
when doubting, and finally wish for something that
is least likely to occur. I suppose we pray for the
impossible; which leads this list to item 3.

3. wishful thinking (in the face of conflicting evi-
dence along with rigid beliefs).

4. suspend thinking, resume thinking (both opportu-
nistic), reconsider (in the light of hindsight, rather
than after an interruption usually).

5. suspend belief, (day)dream, imagine, wonder.
See Schank et al. (1972) p. 18, for a crude represen-
tation of wonder; p. 30 for imagine).

6. apprehension, perception, precept, percept.

7. foresee (foresight), review (hindsight), intuit
(insight).

Under foresight: foretell, apprehension, wish,
hope, and expect.

Under hindsight: review, retrospect, remember,
reconsider, reflect.

Under insight: premonition, presentiment, appre-



hension, hunch, discovery, prescience.

8. algorithmic versus heuristic processing (e.g., projec-
tive reasoning via possible worlds given different
assumptions (logic) versus given different interpreta-
tions (analogy or metaphor).

9. group (categorize), compare, contrast, analogize.

10. want, need, desire, goal possession (all items equiva-
lent).

11. rehearse, elaborate, search; baffled, stumped, per-
plexed.

12. notice, observe, surveil (search), discover, await
(depends on target or expectation; another scale by
deliberation and knowledge explicitness).

13. intend (to do an act) versus goal (to achieve a state).

14. intend, attend, pretend, suspend, portend, compre-
hend (understand). See Schank et al. (1972) pp. 70-75,
for an early discussion illuminating the often incompre-
hensible mental term of understand ;-)

15. (self)explain.
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